USS Seleya - Stardate 9908.08

Host Cheryl says:
Seleya is to investigate a developing spatial anomaly, along the Laztur/Savrin trade route, a route which may become an important route to Federation

Host Cheryl says:
Savrin is a separate system, colonised by the Lazturs.  The anomaly is in the vicinity of the Savrin system

Host Cheryl says:
You are starting about ten minutes out from arrival in the Laztur system

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Seleya Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

Sesra says:
@::in the town hall awaiting word from the Federation Ship that's due to arrive::

XO_Masters says:
::on bridge::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::manning station::

CO_Pang says:
::studying reports from SF Command in Captain's Ready Room::

FCO_Smith says:
::At station::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::In ME tinkering with the IPS::

CMO_Viper says:
::walking down hall to Jefferies Tube::

Sesra says:
@::straightening her hair to look more appropriate to the coming visitors::

CNS_Moore says:
*CMO* I need to see you Dr. Viper

CO_Pang says:
::has a slight headache .... decides to take a rest from the reports::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning internal power grid - trying to optimise the EPS network ::

CMO_Viper says:
*CNS*: Oh, welcome back Counsellor!  What can I do for you?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads over to the master system display to monitor his handiwork on the warp engines::

Host Lazurus says:
%::in office doing paperwork ::

CNS_Moore says:
*CMO* Captain Pang requires that you clear me for duty

Host Lazurus says:
%::frowns at the heavy expenditures spent on the colony worlds ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scanning anomaly::

CMO_Viper says:
*CNS*: OK, meet me in sickbay.

CNS_Moore says:
*CMO* On my way Dr.

CNS_Moore says:
::exits office and heads to TL::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::notices the warp core is working optimally and smiles at his own handiwork::

CNS_Moore says:
TL: Sickbay Please

CO_Pang says:
::goes to the replicator and gets a cup of jasmine tea .... relaxes in her chair ... wishing she had had more time on Risa::

Host Lazurus says:
%::is attempting to "balance " the budget for the coming year ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Checking stellar cartography - trying to locate inhabited planets ::

CMO_Viper says:
::walks up to Jefferies Tube ladder and thinks to himself...this is a better workout than using the TL.  Walks down ladder to Deck 12::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::Bolitho is relieved to have left the 'nightmare' world of Risa::

CNS_Moore says:
::arrives at SB, looking for Dr. Viper::

CMO_Viper says:
::gets off ladder, walks down the hall and enters SB::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, we we're reaching the Laztur system

Sesra says:
@::to herself looking into the mirror::  There, now I look more presentable.  ::straightening the last few out of place hairs::

Host Lazurus says:
%::wonders if we cut here , we will have more for there ::

XO_Masters says:
FCO: Bring us to an orbit of the planet as soon as we enter the system

FCO_Smith says:
XO: Aye sir

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Ah nice to see you again!

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya has arrived at Laztur system

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: You as well Doctor

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning planet surface - monitoring communications ::

Sesra says:
@Timon:  When is that Federation ship due anyway?

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Let's get this formality out of the way shall we?

Host Lazurus says:
%::sighs and redlines a few dollars out of the building budgets ::

FCO_Smith says:
::brings the Seleya into orbit of the planet::

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Ok, just hop up on the Bio-Bed.

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scanning the vicinity::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::notices the Seleya drop out of warp and begins monitoring the impulse drive::

CNS_Moore says:
::sits on the biobed::

Host Lazurus says:
%::hopes that will provide enough to cover what seems to be an ever increasing cost of having colonies ::

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: So I hear your kids are well.

Sesra says:
@<Timon> Sesra:  They updated us a few hours ago.  They reported their estimated arrival in 1.5 hours.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::runs a few diagnostic checks on the warp drive::

CO_Pang says:
::hears the change in engine background noise .... prepares herself for yet another chat to an unknown somebody::

Host Cheryl says:
@<Timon>  Sesra:  We don't have confirmation of the time yet, but it should be soon, I hope; the anomaly is affecting our planet's orbit...

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: I will bring the boys  and their mother by so you can check on them I have a strict rule about treating family

CMO_Viper says:
::pulls down scan cluster::

CO_Pang says:
::takes a couple of deep breaths and wishes her headache would pass ... sips the tea::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I'm reading a subspace anomaly, but I can't get specific readings

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: It's nice to hear that I don't have to order everyone onboard the ship to come and see me once in a while!

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Well it is a necessary evil I guess ::grins::

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Contact the planet leader with the orders in the brief   CSO: Do you think getting closer would help?

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir I recommend we inform the authorities of our presence

CMO_Viper says:
::picks up tricorder::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I recommend that we send a probe instead of getting close to it, sir.

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Laztur : USS Seleya UFP Standard Orbit, Scientific mission

CO_Pang says:
::checks chrono ... and the estimated speed she ought to be back on the bridge soon .... gets herself together ... checks uniform::

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Ok, almost finished...but so far so good.

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Good, arrange for one and launch it

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: aye sir

CNS_Moore says:
::waits patiently for the CMO to finish::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::prepares a probe, and launches it::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Seleya: I am pleased you came so quickly , Our Colonists report a massive anomaly in their system and our Scientists confirm it presence. But we have not the expertise to investigate

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I'm picking a comm from the surface

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: you seratonin levels are high but that's pretty normal considering the stress you've been under lightly.

CO_Pang says:
*XO*  Commander - are we in hailing distance yet?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::notices the launch of a probe and wonders why he wasn't consulted<frowns>::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Seleya : The Anomaly seems to be affecting the Colonist's planets orbit

Sesra says:
@COM: Federation Starship:  This is Sesra of the Savrin Colony.  Please hurry, our orbit is decaying and we are being pulled into the anomaly.

OPS_Jean says:
:: On Screen ::

XO_Masters says:
*CO* Aye sir, shall we patch it through to your comm badge?

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Yes I noticed that before

CO_Pang says:
*XO* I am joining you .... ::exits RR to the bridge::

XO_Masters says:
::nods to CO::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, we lost the probe, and I didn't get readings from the anomaly

CO_Pang says:
::looks at the screen to see Lazurus:: COM:  Lazurus:  I am Captain Pang of the USS Seleya ... Starfleet has sent us here to find out about this anomaly

CMO_Viper says:
::pulls up scan cluster::  OK, you're fine but for the next day or two I want you to take it easy.  Anymore stress and you'll be a permanent resident of this Sick Bay!

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I recommend that I take a shuttle and get the readings myself

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang: Thank you for coming so quickly

XO_Masters says:
CSO: any idea what happened to it?

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Yes Doctor

CO_Pang says:
COM Lazurus:  We understand that it may be affecting shipping in the area .... and are here to assist

Sesra says:
@COM: Federation Starship:  I repeat, Federation Starship, this is Sesra of the Savrin Colony.  Please hurry, our orbit is decaying and we are being pulled into the anomaly.

CEO_Bolitho says:
::heads back into his office and order some Raktajino from the replicator before sitting down comfortable in his chair::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: no idea sir

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Oh, and Counsellor.  Please remind the bridge crew that they should be coming down to see me soon.

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Will do

Host Lazurus says:
Our Colonists report a massive anomaly in their system and our Scientists confirm it presence. But we have not the expertise to investigate. The Anomaly seems to be affecting the Colonist's planets orbit

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: thanks a lot!  Have a good day!

CO_Pang says:
::overhears another comm signal:: OPS: What is that other message ... clue up the XO please

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Send out two probes, one to scan the anomaly and one just behind it to scan the other probe

CNS_Moore says:
CMO: Comm Captain pang and inform her that I am fit for duty please

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: aye sir

CMO_Viper says:
CNS: Will do.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : It's a distress signal from the colony captain

CO_Pang says:
Lazurus:  Then I think we should go and have a look .... and you have no idea what might be causing this anomaly ... we have little information so far

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Sesra's world is drawn closer and closer to the anomaly

CSO_Hazzem says:
::launches 2 probes::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::sips his Raktajino, silently enjoying the calm before the storm::

Sesra says:
@::taps her foot beginning to question the promptness of the Federation::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang: My Scientists are at a loss

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Their orbit is decaying and they falling into the anomaly

CNS_Moore says:
::nods goodbye to the CMO and walks to TL::

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Whose orbit!?  COMM Lazurus: I think we have to get over there ... we will be back!

CNS_Moore says:
TL: Bridge

CMO_Viper says:
*CO*: Captain.  CNS Moore is fit for duty and will be on the bridge very shortly.  Just don't work him to hard.  I don't want to see him in here again for a while!

CO_Pang says:
FCO: Lay in a course to Sesra's planet - and get us there fast!

CO_Pang says:
*CMO* Thanks .... busy right now

FCO_Smith says:
CO: Aye sir,  ::lays in course and goes::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang : Good Luck

Sesra says:
@::worry beginning to overcome her features::

CO_Pang says:
::closes comm with Lazurus::

OPS_Jean says:
CO : It's Savrin 5 captain

CNS_Moore says:
*Mother Moore* Mother will you please take Angelique and the boys to see the CMO?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya arrives at Savrin system

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Open hails with Savrin 5 ....

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Any readings from the probes?

CNS_Moore says:
<Mother Moore> Craig: I was planning on it. have a good day son

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I lost the probes, no accurate readings, but I think why we don't get readings

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Savrin 5 : USS Seleya UFP :: HAIL ::

CNS_Moore says:
::arrives on bridge::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to estimate the decay ::

CO_Pang says:
XO: If what they say is correct ... we have a serious evacuation problem here ... sort out the procedures in case

XO_Masters says:
CSO: What was the last thing the second probe relayed to us?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Updating stellar cartography ::

Sesra says:
@COM: Seleya:  ::looking relieved::  Thank the makers you have arrived.  Our planetary orbit is beginning to slip towards the anomaly at a slow but steady pace

CO_Pang says:
OPS: On screen!

OPS_Jean says:
CO : :: ON Screen ::

CO_Pang says:
COM Sesra:  We need more information on the anomaly .... we may be able to repair the orbit of your planet ....

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: The second probe relayed that there is a some warp drive residue around the anomaly, it's unknown to Lazturain technology

CNS_Moore says:
::taps CO on shoulder and takes a seat on the bridge::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Accessing xenobiology database, finding population, social development etc. ::

CO_Pang says:
*CEO*: Solutions - to repair a planetary orbit .... and fast please!

CEO_Bolitho says:
::jumps out of his chair:: *CO* aye Sir

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Is it possible that an unusual warp core explosion may have created it?

CO_Pang says:
COM Sesra: In the interim .... we are prepared to beam up .... about 3,000 .... which is all we can accommodate on this ship

Sesra says:
@COM: Seleya:  If you can manage that it would be wonderful.  Unfortunately this is just a temporary fix if you manage it.  May I come aboard to discuss it with you?  Or you could come down here?

CO_Pang says:
Sesra:  You are welcome ... OPS: Make ready to beam Sesra to TR1

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: it's possible sir, the warp field must have collapsed barriers between space and subspace

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Captain I strongly suggest we keep our distance from the anomaly, if it can pulls a planet out of its orbit, imagine what it can do to the Seleya!

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Sesra : Please standby for transport

Sesra says:
@COMM: Seleya:  I don't think our people would leave if we could.  We are extremely attached to our world here.  We could not leave it all behind.

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Ready for transport captain

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I recommend that I use a shuttle to get more accurate readings

CO_Pang says:
XO: Do we have any more information on the anomaly yet? what might be causing it?

CNS_Moore says:
CO: I suggest we try to seal it with a Tachyon beam Captain

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Captain we can divert warp power to the engines and try push the planet back into its orbit?

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Hold that thought for a second

CO_Pang says:
*CEO* Work on it ... liaise with OPS

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  ::walking down hall with her two boys in her arms into TL::  TL: Sick Bay.

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: aye sir

Sesra says:
@::stands by::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CO* Via the tractor beam that is

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Sesra's world is in imminent danger of being pulled in; two other colonised worlds are being affected by the anomaly

OPS_Jean says:
CO : Captain... I'm standing by...

OPS_Jean says:
CEO : Situation report

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Diverting all warp power to the tractor beam attempt to push the planet back into its orbit

CO_Pang says:
OPS: Do it

OPS_Jean says:
:: Initiating tractor beam ::

CNS_Moore says:
XO: I suggest we try to seal it with a Tachyon beam Sir

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Initiated

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Sensors detect that the anomaly is expanding

CO_Pang says:
XO: I will meet Sesra in TR1 .... you have the bridge

CEO_Bolitho says:
::monitors the tractor beam::

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Try the counsellors suggestion

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  ::walks into SB::  Doctor?  Hello, is anybody here?

CO_Pang says:
::exits bridge and takes the TL to TR1::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: aye sir

OPS_Jean says:
CO : The anomaly is expanding Captain

XO_Masters says:
CO: Aye sir

CSO_Hazzem says:
::engages the tachyon beam::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Tachyon beam fails to seal the anomaly

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: it's not working

OPS_Jean says:
COM : Sesra : :: Energising - materialising TR 1 ::

Sesra says:
::in TR 1 looking at the TR Chief::  TR_Chief: Where is your Captain?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Tractor beam slows planet from being pulled in, but puts great stress on Seleya systems

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique: Oh hello there.  I haven't seen you for ages!  It's nice to see you again.

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* :: Sesra is materialising in TR1 ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning hull integrity ::

CO_Pang says:
::arrives at TR1 to see Sesra:: Sesra:  I wish we could have met earlier .... we have a serious situation here ... have you any idea what caused this? ::walks with Sesra out of TR1::

Sesra says:
<TR_Chief> Sesra:  She is on her way ma'am.  I can get you something to drink if you like?

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I recommend that I try to seal the anomaly with a shuttle

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, we only have minimal effect on the anomaly

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  You to doctor.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* The tractor beam had placed great strain on the warp engines, we can keep it going for approximately another half an hour before I have to shut down the warp engines

OPS_Jean says:
XO : I recommend we stop the tractor beam

Sesra says:
::notices the CO arrive::  CO: ::extends her small gentle hand::  So do I ma'am, so do I.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Arrange for key personnel to be on the secondary section of the ship, move all other personnel onto the saucer section,  Bridge crew: Move to battle bridge and prepare for saucer separation

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Kill the beam, we are going closer

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Sir, are you ordering a saucer separation ?

Sesra says:
CO: Ma'am, we believe the cause is derived from a new form of warp propulsion the Lazturains are experimenting with.  Much more than this I am not sure.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Your call Lt. as to what we do next

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique: Lets sit the boys down on the bed.

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*: Prepare for saucer separation

CSO_Hazzem says:
::engages evacuation alert::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Closing tractor beam ::

CO_Pang says:
*XO*  Negative on separation ... we have new information

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* acknowledged saucer separation

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Sesra's world is pulled into the anomaly, and disappears from sensors; pull on two other worlds increases

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Cancel separation

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Please standby

CEO_Bolitho says:
::prepares for the hull separation::

CO_Pang says:
*XO* We need to get back to Laztur ... It seems that something they are doing there has caused this!

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Saucer separation is cancelled

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Aye aye sir, I'm standing by for orders

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Acknowledged

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  ::lays the boys on the bed and puts hands out for them to hold::

Sesra says:
CO: Are the rest of my people safely aboard?  ::looking concerned::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : The planet just felt in the anomaly, 2500 persons dead Sir

XO_Masters says:
*CO* I recommend we leave the engineering hull here to work on it this side

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: sir, I might succeed in sealing the anomaly myself, if I get a shuttle and get accurate readings I might find the answer

Host Lazurus says:
%::Still working on budget ::

CO_Pang says:
Sesra:  I do not know .... ::exits to the bridge with Sesra:: XO Report!

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Commander since a tachyon beam failed may I suggest we try a anti graviton beam?

CMO_Viper says:
::pulls down scan cluster over first boy::  Boy 1: Don't worry, don't worry.  ::speaks in babyish voice::

CNS_Moore says:
XO: I suggest you deny the CSO's request ::whispers::

XO_Masters says:
CEO: Use your discretion

Host Lazurus says:
%::takes some headache medicine for the 8th time of the day ::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Planets 6 and 7 are decaying rapidly

XO_Masters says:
CNS: Agreed

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Aye sir

XO_Masters says:
CSO: I'll keep it in mind but it seems too risky

Sesra says:
::entering bridge looking concerned and then towards the viewscreen where the anomaly is::

CO_Pang says:
::raises eyebrow at Executive Officer's failure to report: XO: Report please!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Scanning the anomaly ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*CSO* Since a tachyon beam failed, use the main deflector dish to emit a anti graviton beam

CMO_Viper says:
::does a quick scan and finishes::  Boy 1:  Well that wasn't so bad, was it.

OPS_Jean says:
::Preparing for graviton beam ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: yes sir |

OPS_Jean says:
:: At OPS ::

CNS_Moore says:
<Boy1> ::starts to cry::

Sesra says:
::in awe at the site of the anomaly that just consumed her home::

CO_Pang says:
XO:  I believe we need to talk to the Laztur leader ..... I am taking the Captain's yacht  with Sesra ... you stay here and do what you can about the anomaly

CMO_Viper says:
::moves scan cluster over other boy and begins scan::

XO_Masters says:
CO: aye sir

CO_Pang says:
CNS: I hope you will accompany me?

Host Lazurus says:
%::Hears news of loss of one of the Colony worlds ::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Preparing Captain Yacht Launch ::

Host Lazurus says:
%:::sits back in his chair and weeps::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::reconfigures the deflector dish:: *OPS* that anti graviton beam is ready, I suggest you clear it with the XO

CNS_Moore says:
CO: Very well

OPS_Jean says:
XO : :: transmitting proposal of key personnel to be affected to the Captain yacht ::

CO_Pang says:
Sesra:  If Laztur is causing this ... they can cease it ... and we could get your people back too .... maybe

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Acknowledged

CNS_Moore says:
::gets up and follows CO::

OPS_Jean says:
XO : The anti-graviton beam is ready sir

CO_Pang says:
::ushers CNS and Sesra to the TL:: TL: Captain's yacht

XO_Masters says:
OPS: Fire at the CEO's order

OPS_Jean says:
:: Firing - compensating harmonics ::

Host Lazurus says:
%::writes out a proclamation for a month of mourning ::

Sesra says:
::looking more hopeful at the COs words::  CO:  I do hope so Captain.  I truly do.  ::looking down to the deck::

CSO_Hazzem says:
::scans the anomaly::

CO_Pang says:
::arrives at the yacht, ... boards with Moore and Sesra::

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* At your discretion we are ready to fire

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Anti-graviton beam has slight positive effects

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : Situation report

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: it's working sir

Sesra says:
::admiring the nice decorations of this thing they call a Yacht::

CO_Pang says:
*Bridge*  Ready to launch - clearance please!

OPS_Jean says:
:: Monitoring the anomaly - trying to close the fracture ::

CMO_Viper says:
::finishes scan on the second boy::  Angelique: they seem to be in great health!

XO_Masters says:
CSO: How long can we keep it up?

OPS_Jean says:
*CO* : Cleared for departure

OPS_Jean says:
:: Launching Captain yacht ::

CEO_Bolitho says:
::notices the positive effects and works to increase the power:: *OPS* Were having a slight effect increasing power now

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  Doctor: That's a relief!

OPS_Jean says:
XO : the Captain Yacht away sir

Sesra says:
@CO: Can we safely escape the anomaly in this thing Captain?

CO_Pang says:
@::sits in her chair ... :: CNS: Please assist Lady Sesra ...::pilots the yacht away towards Laztur::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO*  : Acknowledged, please keep me informed

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: at this level, about 30 mins

CNS_Moore says:
@CO: Do you need me to do something?

CEO_Bolitho says:
::diverts all non essential power into the deflector dish::

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique:  How are you feeling?

Sesra says:
@CNS:  I'm feeling a little hungry.  Do you have anything to eat here?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : any improvement ?

CO_Pang says:
@COMM Seleya: ETA to Laztur ... 4 minutes ..... look after my ship!::

XO_Masters says:
CSO: If we continue, what is the projected results?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Increasing progressively the intensity ::

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: the beam has positive effects, but only slight

OPS_Jean says:
COM : CO : Acknowledged 

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  Doctor: I'm feeling just fine!

CO_Pang says:
@::opens comms with Laztur:: Lazurus:  I have the Lady Sesra from Savrin 5 aboard ... and we need to talk::

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: What would you like?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : Recommendation

Sesra says:
@CNS:  How about something of your world?  You pick for me please.

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: we should raise the beam's intensity for a longer time

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique: Well, just to be safe I would still like to do a few tests.

OPS_Jean says:
:: Trying to find any bit of power - diverting to the beam ::

CNS_Moore says:
@Replicator: Tiramisu

CO_Pang says:
@::skilfully piloting back to Laztur::

OPS_Jean says:
:: Increasing beam intensity to Maximum ::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang : I am waiting

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Time passes, and the Seleya manages to stabilise the pull of the anomaly on the planets; they are not being pulled in further.

CEO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Recommend diverting warp power into the deflector dish to see if we can close this rift ?

OPS_Jean says:
CSO : any improvement ?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  CO Yacht arrives in Laztur

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique>  Doctor:  If you think so!

XO_Masters says:
*CEO* make it so

CNS_Moore says:
::hands Sesra the dish::

CO_Pang says:
@COM Lazurus:  I believe some experiment on Laztur is affecting your colonies ... do you know of this?

CSO_Hazzem says:
OPS: the anomaly is stabilised, but it's still there

Sesra says:
@CNS: What is this Tired Mishyu ?

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: Enjoy

OPS_Jean says:
XO : Captain's Yacht has landed on the surface sir

CMO_Viper says:
<Angelique> ::hops up on biobed::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang Experiment on Laztur ? What kind of experiments ?

OPS_Jean says:
:: Turning systems off-line - Updating power grid ::

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: no no Tiramisu it is a dessert

OPS_Jean says:
:: Increasing intensity near dangerous levels ::

XO_Masters says:
CSO: What are the effects of the displacement of the planets?

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* diverting warp power to the deflector dish, shall we see if we can close this rift entirely?

CO_Pang says:
@Lazurus:  Can we meet?  I have the Lady Sesra aboard .... who can tell us more

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: do you like it?

Sesra says:
@CNS:  Mmm... looks tasty.  ::carefully tries a spoonful::

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique:  Just lay back.   <Angelique>  ::looks over at other bed and stares at her boys::

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang Certainly come to my office ::sends co-ordinates ::

Sesra says:
@::eyes brighten as the flavour settles::  Cns: This is good.  This is VERY good!  ::begins to eat the rest::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: the displacement of the planets caused a change in the gravitational field around them

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Any environmental changes?

CO_Pang says:
@Lazurus: No ... best if we meet here ... here are the co-ordinates ... I will lower my yacht's shields to take you aboard

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang: Or Maybe I should come aboard your ship ?

CNS_Moore says:
@Sesra: I'm glad you like it

Host Lazurus says:
%COM: Pang : Received

CO_Pang says:
@::presses a few buttons to allow transport of Lazurus::

OPS_Jean says:
*CEO* : beam at maximum 

Host Lazurus %::transports ::  (Transporter.wav)

CNS_Moore says:
@CO: I do not recommend it ::whispers::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Lazurus transports aboard the yacht

CO_Pang says:
@::activates the beam::

CSO_Hazzem says:
XO: I'm detecting a slight increase in the atmosphere sir from the movement of the planets

OPS_Jean says:
XO : All available power has been transferred to the deflector dish

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  At the same instance, the captain disappears

CEO_Bolitho says:
*OPS/XO* warp power on the deflector dish fire when ready

Sesra says:
@::notices the official from Laztur arrive::

CMO_Viper says:
Angelique:  Well Angelique.  You doing OK, but I'm going to prescribe something for you.  You can get it at home.  Sleep.

XO_Masters says:
CSO: Increase of what?

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Notes:  Aboard the CO’s yacht are Counsellor Moore, Lazurus and Lady Sesra - also CTO Furnael (who could not be here for tonight’s mission).  The CO (Pang) disappeared at the same time as Lazurus , the Laztur World Leader, beamed aboard.  Seleya is in the Savrin system trying to prevent more disasters ….. watch this space!
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